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Answer from all the Sections as per direction. 

Section-A 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 
limit 700 to 1000) : 12x3 = 36 

1. Examine meaning and nature of Organizational 
Behaviour. 

2. Critically discuss the concept of Organizational 
Development. 

3. 'Management is getting things done through 
people' . Examine. 

4. Exarnihe Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Theory of 
Motivation. 

5. Discuss the concept of 'Total Quality 

Man~gement' . 
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Section- B 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 

limit 500) : 8x3 = 24 

6. Discuss three challenges of Organizational 

Behaviour. 

7. What is the meaning of organizational change? 

8. What are Autocratic and Democratic style of 

Leadership ? 

9. Discuss the barriers of communication . 

10. Examine the concept of 'Strategic Management'. 

Section-C 

Answer any two questions of the following (word 

limit 300) : 5x2 = 10 

11. Define the meaning of organizational structure. 

12. Explain the meaning of organizational culture. 

13. What are the 'Motivator' factor in Herzberg's 

motivational theory ? 

14. Explain two methods of Conflict Resolution . 
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Full Marks : 70 

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks. 

Answer from all the Sections as per direction. 

Section-A 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 

limit : 700-1000) : 12x3 = 36 

1. 'Personnel administration is that part of 

administration, which is concerned with people 

at work.' Comment. 

2. Discuss the classification system of public 

personnel in post-independent India. 

3. Examine the immunities and privileges enjoyed 

by the civil servants in India. 
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4. Discuss the methods adopted to regulate· 

employer-employee relations in India. 

5. What are the different types of training? Mention 

the areas of concerns in training in India. 

Section - B 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 

limit 500) : 8x3 = 24 

6. Discuss the scope of public personnel 

administration. 

7. Examine the principles of promotion followed in 

India. 

8. Analyse the various techniques of performance 

rating . 

9. Do you think that the conducts of public servants 

needs to be regulated ? Give reasons for your 

answer. 

10. Examine the recommendations of second 

Administrative Reforms Commission with regard 

to Civil Service reforms in governance. 

OV-10/3 ( 2) Contd . 

Section-C 

Answer any two questions of the following (word 

limit 300) : 5x2 = 10 

11 . Examine the composition and function of Joint 

Consultative Machinery in India. 

12. Analyse the merits of direct recruitment. 

13. Define neutrality in Civil Service. 

14. Discuss the Good Governance Initiatives taken 

up by Government of India. 

--·--
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Answer from all the Sections as per direction. 

Section-A 

Answer any three questions. of the following (word 

limit 700-1000): 12><3 = 36 

1. Define Development Administration. Analyse the 

changing profile of development administration. 

2. 'M.ixed economy model has undergone 

substantive changes in india.' Comment. 

3. Discuss the composition and role .of. National 

Development Council in Indian administration. 

4. What is a Self-Help Group ? How does it help the 

process of empowerment of women ? 
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5. Examine the role of Non-Governmental 

organizations in the development of India. 

Section-a 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 

limit 500}: 8x3 = 24 

6. Examine the various development strategies 

adopted by India. 

7. Discuss features of developed and developing 

countries. 

8. 'Decentralization is an essential component of 

development.' Comment. 

9. Analys~ the composition and functions of 

Planning Commission of India. 

10. 'Bureaucracy creates hindrances for ' 

development.' Comment. 

' 
Section-C 

Answer any_ two questions of the followi.ng .(word 

limit 300): 5x2 = 10 

11. Analyse the. composition and function of State 

Planning Board of Odisha. 

OV-:-11/3 ( 2) Contd. 

.. I 
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12. Differentiate between 'traditional administration' 

and 'development administration'. 

13. Discuss the consequences of development-

induced displacement in India . 

14. Di.scuss the- role of Specialised Development 

Agencies in the development of o~r State. 

• 
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Answer from all the Sections as per direction. 

Section-A 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 

limit 700-1000) : 12x3 = 36 

1. Critically examine the concept of Democratic 

Decentralization. 

2. Examine important provisions of 74th 

Amendment Act. 

3. Discuss the composition and functions of 

Panchayat Samiti. 
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4. 'Local Bodies are functioning under State 
•' 

Government's control.' Comment. 

5. The concept of New localism. 

Section-B 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 

Jimit 500) : 8x3 = 24 

6. . Examine the necessity for local Governance. 

7. Discuss composition and functions of State 

Finance Commission. 

8. Examine the finances of Gram Panchayat. 

9. Describe the . compositio~ of Municipa l 

Corporation. 

10. Examine two Urban Poverty Alleviation 

programmes. 

Section -C 

Answer any two questions of the following (word 

limit 300) : 5x2 =· 10 

11. Explain five functions of Zilla Parishad. 

OV-12/3 ( 2) Contd. 

12. Discuss the functions· of Notified Area Council 
'• 

(NAC). 

13. What is the meaning of New Localism ? 

14. What do you mean by Globalization? 

--·--
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Answer from all the Sections as per direction. 

Section-A 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 

limit 700-1 ,000): 12x3 = 36 

1. Critically discuss the importance of Research in 

social science. 

2. Analyse the process of 'Research Design'. · 

3. Examine, in brief, 'Random Sampling' . 

4. Discuss Data Analysis Techniques. 

5. Explain the process of 'Report Writing'. 
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Section-B 

Answer any three questions of the following (word 

limit 500) : 8x3 = 24 

6. What is difference between Scientific and 

Non-Scientific methods ? 

7. Describe the 'Research Problems'. 

8. . Explain, in detail, .'Survey Method'. 

9. Examine the qualities of a 'Good Questionnaire'. 

10. Discuss different types of Hypothesis. 

Section-C. 

Answer any two questions of the following (word 

limit 300) : Sx2 = 10 

11. Explain the objectives of Research. 

12. What is sealing Technique? 

13. What are the uses of a 'Schedule'? 

14. What is the need of 'Observation Method' in 

Research? 
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